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divdiva comprehensive collection of writings and lectures by one of twentieth century america s most important political activists with two essays by editor alix kates

shulman a leader of feminism s second wave divdiv divdivemma goldman s fiery speeches and essays made her a household name in the early 1900s collected here

are the most significant of her writings supplemented with an essay on goldman s feminist politics and a short biography both by bestselling author alix kates shulman

including both published and previously unpublished works red emma speaks is an important historical volume and a fascinating look at the life and times of a major

early feminist figure div div offering a composite of the life of the notorious anarchist feminist revolutionary emma goldman this collection includes nine of her essays

sections from her autobiography and over 16 other pieces ranging from anarchism sex and prostitution to prisons religion violence and war this second of a three

volume set documenting emma goldman s life and work in the united states covers the years from 1902 through the end of 1909 from the 1901 assassination of

president mckinley by a polish american anarchist through goldman s participation in a wider political sphere that began with her launch of the anarchist magazine

mother earth this book focuses on the ideas of emma goldman as they relate to the centrality of sexuality and reproduction and as such are relevant to the current

feminist debates book jacket why have so many figures throughout american history proclaimed their life stories when confronted by great political problems the claims

of experience provides a new theory for what makes autobiography political throughout the history of the united states and today across five chapters nolan bennett

examines the democratic challenges that encouraged a diverse cast of figures to bear their stories benjamin franklin amid the revolutionary era frederick douglass in the

antebellum and abolitionist movements henry adams in the gilded age and its anxieties of industrial change emma goldman among the first red scare and state

opposition to radical speech and whittaker chambers amid the second red scare that initiated the anticommunist turn of modern conservatism these historical figures

made what bennett calls a claim of experience by proclaiming their life stories these authors took back authority over their experiences from prevailing political powers

and called to new community among their audiences their claims sought to restore to readers the power to remake and make meaning of their own lives whereas

political theorists and activists have often seen autobiography to be too individualist or a mere documentary source of evidence this theory reveals the democratic

power that life narratives have offered those on the margins and in the mainstream if they are successful claims of experience summon new popular authority to

surpass what their authors see as the injustices of prevailing american institutions and identity bennett shows through historical study and theorization how this renewed

appreciation for the politics of life writing elevates these authors distinct democratic visions while drawing common themes across them this book offers both a method

for understanding the politics of life narrative and a call to anticipate claims of experience as they appear today reconstructs the life of emma goldman through
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significant texts and documents in reframing the reclaiming of urban space a feminist exploration into do it yourself urbanismin chicago megan e heim lafrombois

explores the concept of do it yourself diy urbanism from an intersectional feminist analytical framework interventions based on diy urbanism are small scale and place

specific and focus on urban spaces which can be reclaimed and repurposed often outside of formal urban planning institutions heim lafrombois examines the

discourses and processes surrounding the institutionalized and embedded nature of diy urbanism she weaves together sites and sources to reveal the ways in which

diy urbanists make sense of their participation and experiences with diy urbanism and with the broader political social and economic contexts and spaces in which

these activities take place her research findings contribute to and build on current research that illustrates the importance of gender race class and sexuality to cities

local politics urban planning initiatives and the development of communities a unique history of one of american radicalism s most fiercely outspoken figures intimate

thoughtful and accessible to anyone struggling with the persistent maddening inequities of contemporary sex rebecca traister new york times bestselling author of good

and mad from teen vogue sex and love columnist nona willis aronowitz a blend of memoir social history and cultural criticism that probes the meaning of desire and

sexual freedom today at thirty two years old everything in nona willis aronowitz s life and in america was in disarray her marriage was falling apart her nuclear family

was slipping away her heart and libido were both in overdrive embroiled in an era of fear reckoning and reimagining her assumptions of what sexual liberation meant

were suddenly up for debate in the thick of personal and political turmoil nona turned to the words of history s sexual revolutionaries including her late mother early

radical pro sex feminist ellen willis at a time when sex has never been more accepted and feminism has never been more mainstream nona asked herself what exactly

do i want and are my sexual and romantic desires even possible amid the horrors and bribes of patriarchy capitalism and white supremacy nona s attempt to find the

answer places her search for authentic intimacy alongside her family history and other stories stretching back nearly two hundred years stories of ambivalent wives and

unchill sluts free lovers and radical lesbians sensitive men and woke misogynists women who risk everything for sex who buy sex reject sex have bad sex and good

sex the result is a brave bold and vulnerable exploration of what sexual freedom can mean bad sex is nona s own journey to sexual satisfaction and romantic

happiness which not only lays bare the triumphs and flaws of contemporary feminism but also shines a light on universal questions of desire the restless city a short

history of new york from colonial times to the present is a short lively history of the world s most exciting and diverse metropolis it shows how new york s perpetual

struggles for power wealth and status exemplify the vigor creativity resilience and influence of the nation s premier urban center the updated second edition includes

nineteen images and brings the story right up through the mayoral election of 2009 in these pages are the stories of a broad cross section of people and events that

shaped the city including mayors and moguls women and workers and policemen and poets joanne reitano shows how new york has invigorated the american dream

by confronting the fundamental economic political and social challenges that face every city energized by change enriched by immigrants and enlivened by provocative
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leaders new york city s restlessness has always been its greatest asset joss whedon has created numerous tv series movies comics and one sing along blog all of

which focus on societal problems in the metaphorical guise of monsters of the week and over arching big bads the present work examines structural violence through

interdimensional law firm wolfram hart s legal representation of evil we explore the limits of consent through the rossum corporation s coercion and manipulation we

rehearse the struggle to find meaningful freedom from the crew of serenity this book traces a theme of anarchist theory through the multiple strings of the whedonverse

all of his works show how ordinary heroes can unite for the love of humanity to save the world from hierarchy and paternalism what this remarkable book does is to

remind us of that passion that revolutionary fervor that camaraderie that persistence in the face of political defeat and personal despair so needed in our time as in

theirs howard zinn fascinating with marvelous clarity and depth candace falk illuminates for us an emma goldman shaped by her time yet presaging in her life the

situation and conflicts of women in our time tillie olsen one of the most famous political activists of all time emma goldman was also infamous for her radical anarchist

views and her scandalous personal life in public goldman was a firebrand confidently agitating for labor reform anarchism birth control and women s independence but

behind closed doors she was more vulnerable especially when it came to the love of her life reissued on the sesquicentennial of emma goldman s birth love anarchy

emma goldman is an account of goldman s legendary career as a political activist but it is more than that it is the only biography of emma goldman the flow of her life

and words is at its core here candace falk offers an intimate look at how goldman s passion for social reform dovetailed with her passion for one man chicago activist

hobo king and red light district gynecologist ben reitman this takes us into the heart of their tumultuous love affair finding that even as goldman lectured on free love

she confronted her own intense jealousy as director of the emma goldman papers falk had access to over 40 000 writings by goldman including her private letters and

notes and she draws upon these archives to give us a rare insight into this brilliant complex woman s thoughts the result is both a riveting love story and a primer on

an exciting explosive era in american politics and intellectual life emma goldman played a key role in developing the political philosophy of anarchism as a writer and

political activist she was influential in north america and europe during the first half of the twentieth century officials frequently arrested and imprisoned goldman for the

illegal distribution of birth control materials and for inciting disorder red emma speaks is a collection of her scandalous writings and speeches that she produced during

her struggle for women s rights anarchy and the sex question anarchy defended by anarchists what i believe a new declaration of independence the tragedy of woman

s emancipation anarchism what it really stands for woman suffrage patriotism a menace to liberty the psychology of political violence vaillant the philosophy of atheism

minorities versus majorities speech against conscription and war address to the jury the truth about the boylsheviki samuel gompers socialism caught in the political trap

sacco and vanzetti an anarchist looks at life was my life worth living there is no communism in russia durruti is dead yet living address to the international working men

s association congress trotsky protests too much prisons a social crime and failure francisco ferrer and the modern school the hypocrisy of puritanism the traffic in
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women marriage and love the modern drama a powerful disseminator of radical thought italian anarchism emerged in the latter half of the nineteenth century during that

country s long and bloody unification often facing economic hardship and political persecution many of italy s anarchists migrated to north america wherever italian

anarchists settled they published journals engaged in labour and political activism and attempted to re create the radical culture of their homeland transnational radicals

examines the transnational anarchist movement that existed in canada and the united states between 1915 and 1940 against a backdrop of brutal and open class war

with governments calling upon militias to suppress strikes radicals thrown in jail for publicly speaking against capitalism and the church and those of foreign birth being

deported and even executed for political activities italian anarchism was successfully transplanted transnationalism made it more difficult for states to destroy groups

spread across wide geographical spaces in italy and abroad the strong anarchist identity informed by class ethnicity and gender reinforced movement values promoted

movement expansion and assisted mobilization during times of crisis in transnational radicals tomchuk makes use of italian government security files and italian

language anarchist newspapers to reconstruct a vibrant and little studied political movement during a tumultuous period of modern north american history to find more

information about rowman and littlefield titles please visit rowmanlittlefield com when president william mckinley was murdered at the pan american exposition in buffalo

new york on september 6 1901 americans were bereaved and frightened rumor ran rampant a wild eyed foreign anarchist with an unpronounceable name had killed the

commander in chief eric rauchway s brilliant murdering mckinley restages leon czolgosz s hastily conducted trial and then traverses america with dr vernon briggs a

boston alienist who sets out to discover why czolgosz rose up to kill his president as the primary liberatory project anarchism the project which aims at the abolition of

all forms of power control and coercion remains entitled to appropriate the work of one of the greatest iconoclasts of all time and although nietzsche was rather harsh

on his anarchist contemporaries or more precisely on a type of contemporary anarchist he nevertheless in some respects shared with them a vision of total

transformation the notion of a transvaluation of all values clearly remains not merely compatible with but an integral component of the anarchist project and the idea of

philosophy with a hammer underlies the anarchist commitment to radical social transformation john moore in attentat art this collection of essays is intended to examine

various dimensions of the interactions between anarchism and nietzsche the aim of this volume is twofold first to provide instances of the historical appropriation of

nietzsche by anarchists and second to provide instances of appropriations and readings of nietzsche by contemporary anarchist thinkers and commentators the volume

is thus divided into two sections the historical and the contemporary or in other words the periods of modernity and postmodernity the historical section comprises four

essays which consider historical appropriations of nietzsche from a variety of ideological perspectives from the early twentieth century daniel colson provides an

overview of nietzsche and the libertarian tradition and focusses on the appropriation of nietzsche by french anarcho syndicalists leigh starcross reconstructs the ideas of

emma goldman on nietzsche and thus investigates an important intersection between anarchism individualism and feminism allan antliff considers the synthesis
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between anarchism eastern traditions and nietzschean thought effected by ananda coomaraswamy providing an important post colonialist perspective to the topic finally

the modernity section includes the neglected but historically significant 1902 essay by the british anarchist guy aldred who provides an early and brief but very

sophisticated anarchist reading of nietzsche the book s second section explores the relevance of nietzsche to contemporary anarchism at the core of this section are

five essays by andrew koch franco riccio salvo vaccaro saul newman and max cafard which from different perspectives deal with post structuralist and post modern

readings of nietzsche and consider their appropriateness or otherwise for anarchists these specific engagements with contemporary interpretations of nietzsche are

complemented by two essays focusing on specific aspects of nietzsche s work from anarchist perspectives john moore provides an anarchist post situationist

interpretation of nietzsche s aesthetics and peter lamborn wilson considers the islamic dimensions of nietzsche s philosophy the encyclopedia of leadership brings

together for the first time everything that is known and truly matters about leadership as part of the human experience developed by the award winning editorial team at

berkshire publishing group the encyclopedia includes hundreds of articles written by 280 leading scholars and experts from 17 countries exploring leadership theories

and leadership practice entries and sidebars show leadership in action in corporations and state houses schools churches small businesses and nonprofit organizations

this indispensable reference work provides readers with the tools to reimagine world history through the lens of women s lived experiences learning how women

changed the world will change the ways the world looks at the past women who changed the world their lives challenges and accomplishments through history features

200 biographies of notable women and offers readers an opportunity to explore the global past from a gendered perspective the women featured in this four volume set

cover the full sweep of history from our ancestral forbearer lucy to today s tennis phenoms venus and serena williams every walk of life is represented in these pages

from powerful monarchs and politicians to talented artists and writers from inquisitive scientists to outspoken activists each biography follows a standardized format

recounting the woman s life and accomplishments discussing the challenges she faced within her particular time and place in history and exploring the lasting legacy

she left a chronological listing of biographies makes it easy for readers to zero in on particular time periods while a further reading list at the end of each essay serves

as a gateway to further exploration and study high interest sidebars accompany many of the biographies offering more nuanced glimpses into the lives of these

fascinating women here are as alice rossi claims in her well written preface the essential works of feminism published over a period of 200 years her introductions to

each section are informative and written with nonpolemical grace doris grumbach new republic steve shone s women of liberty explores the many overlaps between ten

radical feminist and anarchist thinkers tennie c claflin noe itō louise michel rose pesotta margaret sanger elizabeth cady stanton mollie steimer lois waisbrooker mercy

otis warren and victoria c woodhull examining the lives and work of historical and contemporary feminist intellectuals feminist thinkers and the demands of femininity

explores the feminist struggle to have it all this fascinating interdisciplinary study focuses on how feminist thinkers throughout history have long striven to balance
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politics intellectual work and the material conditions of femininity taking a close look at this quest for an integrated life in the autobiographical and theoretical writings of

well known feminists such as mary wollstonecraft emma goldman and simone de beauvoir alongside contemporary counterparts like azar nafisi audre lorde and ana

castillo marso moves beyond questions of who women are and what women want adding an innovative personal dimension to feminist theory showing how changing

conceptions of femininity manifest themselves within all women s lives emma goldman has often been read for her colorful life story her lively if troubled sex life and her

wide ranging political activism few have taken her seriously as a political thinker even though in her lifetime she was a vigorous public intellectual within a global

network of progressive politics engaging goldman as a political thinker allows us to rethink the common dualism between theory and practice scrutinize stereotypes of

anarchism by placing goldman within a fuller historical context recognize the remarkable contributions of anarchism in creating public life and open up contemporary

politics to the possibilities of transformative feminism for centuries women and other gendered minorities had to protest to gain equality their demands were often

matched by counter protest from conservative forces within historical societies that intended to return to old orders or good old times the present volume will take a

closer look at the interrelationship between gender and protest and analyze in detail how gender related perspectives stimulated protests and initiated historical changes

through historical case studies that range from antiquity until modern times specialists from different countries and disciplines discuss reasons for protest gender as a

factor that stimulated social conflicts and the power of gendered protests of the past with regards to their impact and long term impact until today the feminist thinkers in

this collection are the designated fifty one key feminist thinkers historical and contemporary and also the authors of the entries collected here are fifty one key thinkers

and fifty one authors recognizing that women are fifty one percent of the population there are actually one hundred and two thinkers collected in these pages as each

author is a feminist thinker too scholars writers poets and activists well established and emerging old and young and in between these feminists speak the languages of

art politics literature education classics gender studies film queer theory global affairs political theory science fiction african american studies sociology american studies

geography history philosophy poetry and psychoanalysis speaking in all these diverse tongues conversations made possible by feminist thinking are introduced and

engaged key figures include simone de beauvoir doris lessing toni morrison cindy sherman octavia butler marina warner elizabeth cady stanton chantal akerman betty

friedan audre lorde margaret fuller sappho adrienne rich each entry is supported by a list of the thinker s major works along with further reading suggestions an ideal

resource for students and academics alike this text will appeal to all those interested in the fields of gender studies women s studies and women s history and politics

emma goldman a documentary history of the american years redefines the historical memory of emma goldman and illuminates a forgotten yet influential facet of the

history of american and european radicalism this definitive multivolume work which differs significantly from goldman s autobiography presents original texts a significant

group of which are published in or translated into english for the first time anchored by rigorous contextual annotations the distillation of years of scholarly research
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these volumes include personal correspondence newspaper articles government surveillance reports from america and europe dramatic court transcripts unpublished

lecture notes and an array of other rare items and documentation biographical newspaper and organizational appendixes are complemented by in depth chronologies

that underscore the complexity of goldman s political and social milieu the first volume made for america 1890 1901 tracks the young emma goldman s introduction into

the anarchist movement features her earliest known writings in the german anarchist press and charts her gradual emergence from the radical immigrant circles of new

york city s lower east side into a political and intellectual culture of both national and international importance goldman s remarkable public ascendance is framed within

a volatile period of political violence within the first few pages henry clay frick the anti union industrialist is shot by alexander berkman goldman s lover the book ends

with the assassination of president william mckinley an act in which goldman was falsely implicated the documents surrounding these events shed light on difficult

issues and spark an important though chilling debate about goldman s strategy for reconciling her beautiful vision of anarchism and the harsh realities of her times the

documents articulate the force of goldman s rage tracing the development of her political and social critique as well as her originality and her remarkable ability to

synthesize and popularize cutting edge political and cultural ideas goldman appears as a rising luminary in the mainstream press a voice against hypocrisy and a

lightning rod of curiosity intrigue and sometimes fear the volumes include newspaper accounts of the speaking tours across america that eventually established her

reputation as one of the most challenging and passionate orators of the twentieth century themes that came to dominate goldman s life anarchism and its possibilities

free speech education the transformative power and social significance of literature the position of labor within the capitalist economic system the vital importance of

women s freedom the dynamics of personal relationships and strategies for a social revolution are among the many introduced in made for america from mother earth

to mother nature women have for centuries been associated with nature feminists troubled by the way in which such representations show women controlled by

powerful natural forces and confined to domestic space have sought to distance themselves from nature in undomesticated ground stacy alaimo issues a bold call to

reclaim nature as feminist space her analysis of a remarkable range of feminist writings as well as of popular journalism visual arts television and film powerfully

demonstrates that nature has been and continues to be an essential concept for feminist theory and practice alaimo urges feminist theorists to rethink the concept of

nature by probing the vastly different meanings that it carries she discusses its significance for americans engaged in social and political struggles from for example the

indian wars of the early nineteenth century to the birth control movement in the 1920s to contemporary battles against racism and heterosexism reading works by

catherine sedgwick mary austin emma goldman nella larson donna haraway toni morrison and others alaimo finds that some of these writers strategically invoke nature

for feminist purposes while others cast nature as a postmodern agent of resistance in the service of both environmentalism and the women s movement by examining

the importance of nature within literary and political texts this book greatly expands the parameters of the nature writing genre and establishes nature as a crucial site
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for the cultural work of feminism this is the first comprehensive multidisciplinary and multilingual bibliography on women and gender in east central europe and the

balkans vol 1 and the lands of the former soviet union vol 2 over the past millennium the coverage encompasses the relevant territories of the russian hapsburg and

ottoman empires germany and greece and the jewish and roma diasporas topics range from legal status and marital customs to economic participation and gender

roles plus unparalleled documentation of women writers and artists and autobiographical works of all kinds the volumes include approximately 30 000 bibliographic

entries on works published through the end of 2000 as well as web sites and unpublished dissertations many of the individual entries are annotated with brief

descriptions of major works and the tables of contents for collections and anthologies the entries are cross referenced and each volume includes indexes through his

many books on the history of anarchism paul avrich has done much to dispel the public s conception of the anarchists as mere terrorists in anarchist voices avrich lets

american anarchists speak for themselves this abridged edition contains fifty three interviews conducted by avrich over a period of thirty years interviews that portray

the human dimensions of a movement much maligned by the authorities and contemporary journalists most of the interviewees anarchists as well as their friends and

relatives were active during the heyday of the movement between the 1880s and the 1930s they represent all schools of anarchism and include both famous figures

and minor ones previously overlooked by most historians their stories provide a wealth of personal detail about such anarchist luminaries as emma goldman and sacco

and vanzetti in this highly accessible social and intellectual history of american anarchism in the united states andrew cornell reveals an amazing continuity and

development across the twentieth century far from fading away anarchists dealt with major events such as the rise of communism the new deal atomic warfare the

black freedom struggle and a succession of artistic avant gardes stretching from 1915 to 1975 this book traces u s anarchism as it evolved from the creed of poor

immigrants militantly opposed to capitalism early in the twentieth century to one that today sees resurgent appeal among middle class youth and foregrounds ecology

feminism and opposition to cultural alienation provided by publisher the dictionary of modern american philosophers includes both academic and non academic

philosophers and a large number of female and minority thinkers whose work has been neglected it includes those intellectuals involved in the development of

psychology pedagogy sociology anthropology education theology political science and several other fields before these disciplines came to be considered distinct from

philosophy in the late nineteenth century each entry contains a short biography of the writer an exposition and analysis of his or her doctrines and ideas a bibliography

of writings and suggestions for further reading while all the major post civil war philosophers are present the most valuable feature of this dictionary is its coverage of a

huge range of less well known writers including hundreds of presently obscure thinkers in many cases the dictionary of modern american philosophers offers the first

scholarly treatment of the life and work of certain writers this book will be an indispensable reference work for scholars working on almost any aspect of modern

american thought marriage was historically not only a romantic ideal but a tool of exploitation of women in many regards women were often considered commodities
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and marriage was far away from the romantic stereotypes people relate to it today while marriages served as diplomatic tools or means of political legitimization in the

past the discourses about marital relationships changed and women expressed their demands more openly discourses about marriage in history and literature naturally

became more and more heated especially during the long 19th century when marriages were contested by social reformers or political radicals male and female alike

the present volume provides a discussion of the role of marriage and the discourses about in different chronological and geographical contexts and shows which

arguments played an important role for the demand for more equality in martial relationships it focuses on marriage discourses may they have been legal or rather

socio political ones in addition the disputes about marriage in literary works of the 19th and 20th centuries are presented to complement the historical debates between

1936 and 1939 the spanish civil war showcased anarchism to the world news of the revolution in spain energised a moribund international anarchist movement and

activists from across the globe flocked to spain to fight against fascism and build the revolution behind the front lines those that stayed at home set up groups and

newspapers to send money weapons and solidarity to their spanish comrades this book charts this little known phenomenon through a transnational case study of

anarchists from britain ireland and the united states using a thematic approach to place their efforts in the wider context of the civil war the anarchist movement and the

international left spanning the era from the end of reconstruction 1877 to 1920 the entries of this reference were chosen with attention to the people events inventions

political developments organizations and other forces that led to significant changes in the u s in that era seventeen initial stand alone essays describe as many themes

historian howard zinn brings to life the american feminist and anarchist leader emma goldman collected here is a brief history of america told through stories applauding

the enduring spirit of dissent to celebrate the millionth copy sold of his book a people s history of the united states howard zinn drew on the words of americans some

famous some little known across the range of american history these words were read by a remarkable cast at an event held at the 92nd street y in new york city that

included james earl jones alice walker kurt vonnegut alfre woodard marisa tomei danny glover harris yulin andre gregory and others from that celebration this book was

born here in their own words and interwoven with commentary by zinn are columbus on the arawaks plough jogger a farmer and participant in shays rebellion harriet

hanson a lowell mill worker frederick douglass mark twain mother jones emma goldman helen keller eugene v debs langston hughes genova johnson dollinger on a sit

down strike at general motors in flint michigan an interrogation from a 1953 huac hearing fannie lou hamer a sharecropper and member of the freedom democratic

party malcolm x and james lawrence harrington a gulf war resister among others
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Red Emma Speaks

2012-04-03

divdiva comprehensive collection of writings and lectures by one of twentieth century america s most important political activists with two essays by editor alix kates

shulman a leader of feminism s second wave divdiv divdivemma goldman s fiery speeches and essays made her a household name in the early 1900s collected here

are the most significant of her writings supplemented with an essay on goldman s feminist politics and a short biography both by bestselling author alix kates shulman

including both published and previously unpublished works red emma speaks is an important historical volume and a fascinating look at the life and times of a major

early feminist figure div div

Red Emma Speaks

1979

offering a composite of the life of the notorious anarchist feminist revolutionary emma goldman this collection includes nine of her essays sections from her

autobiography and over 16 other pieces ranging from anarchism sex and prostitution to prisons religion violence and war

Red Emma Speaks

1972

this second of a three volume set documenting emma goldman s life and work in the united states covers the years from 1902 through the end of 1909 from the 1901

assassination of president mckinley by a polish american anarchist through goldman s participation in a wider political sphere that began with her launch of the

anarchist magazine mother earth
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Red Emma Speaks

1996

this book focuses on the ideas of emma goldman as they relate to the centrality of sexuality and reproduction and as such are relevant to the current feminist debates

book jacket

Emma Goldman: Making speech free, 1902-1909

2003

why have so many figures throughout american history proclaimed their life stories when confronted by great political problems the claims of experience provides a new

theory for what makes autobiography political throughout the history of the united states and today across five chapters nolan bennett examines the democratic

challenges that encouraged a diverse cast of figures to bear their stories benjamin franklin amid the revolutionary era frederick douglass in the antebellum and

abolitionist movements henry adams in the gilded age and its anxieties of industrial change emma goldman among the first red scare and state opposition to radical

speech and whittaker chambers amid the second red scare that initiated the anticommunist turn of modern conservatism these historical figures made what bennett

calls a claim of experience by proclaiming their life stories these authors took back authority over their experiences from prevailing political powers and called to new

community among their audiences their claims sought to restore to readers the power to remake and make meaning of their own lives whereas political theorists and

activists have often seen autobiography to be too individualist or a mere documentary source of evidence this theory reveals the democratic power that life narratives

have offered those on the margins and in the mainstream if they are successful claims of experience summon new popular authority to surpass what their authors see

as the injustices of prevailing american institutions and identity bennett shows through historical study and theorization how this renewed appreciation for the politics of

life writing elevates these authors distinct democratic visions while drawing common themes across them this book offers both a method for understanding the politics

of life narrative and a call to anticipate claims of experience as they appear today
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Emma Goldman

1993

reconstructs the life of emma goldman through significant texts and documents

The Claims of Experience

2019-08-21

in reframing the reclaiming of urban space a feminist exploration into do it yourself urbanismin chicago megan e heim lafrombois explores the concept of do it yourself

diy urbanism from an intersectional feminist analytical framework interventions based on diy urbanism are small scale and place specific and focus on urban spaces

which can be reclaimed and repurposed often outside of formal urban planning institutions heim lafrombois examines the discourses and processes surrounding the

institutionalized and embedded nature of diy urbanism she weaves together sites and sources to reveal the ways in which diy urbanists make sense of their

participation and experiences with diy urbanism and with the broader political social and economic contexts and spaces in which these activities take place her research

findings contribute to and build on current research that illustrates the importance of gender race class and sexuality to cities local politics urban planning initiatives and

the development of communities

Emma Goldman, Vol. 1

2008-07-16

a unique history of one of american radicalism s most fiercely outspoken figures
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The Emma Goldman Papers

1990

intimate thoughtful and accessible to anyone struggling with the persistent maddening inequities of contemporary sex rebecca traister new york times bestselling author

of good and mad from teen vogue sex and love columnist nona willis aronowitz a blend of memoir social history and cultural criticism that probes the meaning of desire

and sexual freedom today at thirty two years old everything in nona willis aronowitz s life and in america was in disarray her marriage was falling apart her nuclear

family was slipping away her heart and libido were both in overdrive embroiled in an era of fear reckoning and reimagining her assumptions of what sexual liberation

meant were suddenly up for debate in the thick of personal and political turmoil nona turned to the words of history s sexual revolutionaries including her late mother

early radical pro sex feminist ellen willis at a time when sex has never been more accepted and feminism has never been more mainstream nona asked herself what

exactly do i want and are my sexual and romantic desires even possible amid the horrors and bribes of patriarchy capitalism and white supremacy nona s attempt to

find the answer places her search for authentic intimacy alongside her family history and other stories stretching back nearly two hundred years stories of ambivalent

wives and unchill sluts free lovers and radical lesbians sensitive men and woke misogynists women who risk everything for sex who buy sex reject sex have bad sex

and good sex the result is a brave bold and vulnerable exploration of what sexual freedom can mean bad sex is nona s own journey to sexual satisfaction and romantic

happiness which not only lays bare the triumphs and flaws of contemporary feminism but also shines a light on universal questions of desire

Reframing the Reclaiming of Urban Space

2017-11-30

the restless city a short history of new york from colonial times to the present is a short lively history of the world s most exciting and diverse metropolis it shows how

new york s perpetual struggles for power wealth and status exemplify the vigor creativity resilience and influence of the nation s premier urban center the updated

second edition includes nineteen images and brings the story right up through the mayoral election of 2009 in these pages are the stories of a broad cross section of

people and events that shaped the city including mayors and moguls women and workers and policemen and poets joanne reitano shows how new york has
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invigorated the american dream by confronting the fundamental economic political and social challenges that face every city energized by change enriched by

immigrants and enlivened by provocative leaders new york city s restlessness has always been its greatest asset

Emma Goldman, Vol. 2

2008-07-16

joss whedon has created numerous tv series movies comics and one sing along blog all of which focus on societal problems in the metaphorical guise of monsters of

the week and over arching big bads the present work examines structural violence through interdimensional law firm wolfram hart s legal representation of evil we

explore the limits of consent through the rossum corporation s coercion and manipulation we rehearse the struggle to find meaningful freedom from the crew of serenity

this book traces a theme of anarchist theory through the multiple strings of the whedonverse all of his works show how ordinary heroes can unite for the love of

humanity to save the world from hierarchy and paternalism

Bad Sex

2022-08-09

what this remarkable book does is to remind us of that passion that revolutionary fervor that camaraderie that persistence in the face of political defeat and personal

despair so needed in our time as in theirs howard zinn fascinating with marvelous clarity and depth candace falk illuminates for us an emma goldman shaped by her

time yet presaging in her life the situation and conflicts of women in our time tillie olsen one of the most famous political activists of all time emma goldman was also

infamous for her radical anarchist views and her scandalous personal life in public goldman was a firebrand confidently agitating for labor reform anarchism birth control

and women s independence but behind closed doors she was more vulnerable especially when it came to the love of her life reissued on the sesquicentennial of emma

goldman s birth love anarchy emma goldman is an account of goldman s legendary career as a political activist but it is more than that it is the only biography of emma

goldman the flow of her life and words is at its core here candace falk offers an intimate look at how goldman s passion for social reform dovetailed with her passion for

one man chicago activist hobo king and red light district gynecologist ben reitman this takes us into the heart of their tumultuous love affair finding that even as
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goldman lectured on free love she confronted her own intense jealousy as director of the emma goldman papers falk had access to over 40 000 writings by goldman

including her private letters and notes and she draws upon these archives to give us a rare insight into this brilliant complex woman s thoughts the result is both a

riveting love story and a primer on an exciting explosive era in american politics and intellectual life

The Restless City

2010-07

emma goldman played a key role in developing the political philosophy of anarchism as a writer and political activist she was influential in north america and europe

during the first half of the twentieth century officials frequently arrested and imprisoned goldman for the illegal distribution of birth control materials and for inciting

disorder red emma speaks is a collection of her scandalous writings and speeches that she produced during her struggle for women s rights anarchy and the sex

question anarchy defended by anarchists what i believe a new declaration of independence the tragedy of woman s emancipation anarchism what it really stands for

woman suffrage patriotism a menace to liberty the psychology of political violence vaillant the philosophy of atheism minorities versus majorities speech against

conscription and war address to the jury the truth about the boylsheviki samuel gompers socialism caught in the political trap sacco and vanzetti an anarchist looks at

life was my life worth living there is no communism in russia durruti is dead yet living address to the international working men s association congress trotsky protests

too much prisons a social crime and failure francisco ferrer and the modern school the hypocrisy of puritanism the traffic in women marriage and love the modern

drama a powerful disseminator of radical thought

Joss Whedon, Anarchist?

2019-07-24

italian anarchism emerged in the latter half of the nineteenth century during that country s long and bloody unification often facing economic hardship and political

persecution many of italy s anarchists migrated to north america wherever italian anarchists settled they published journals engaged in labour and political activism and

attempted to re create the radical culture of their homeland transnational radicals examines the transnational anarchist movement that existed in canada and the united
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states between 1915 and 1940 against a backdrop of brutal and open class war with governments calling upon militias to suppress strikes radicals thrown in jail for

publicly speaking against capitalism and the church and those of foreign birth being deported and even executed for political activities italian anarchism was

successfully transplanted transnationalism made it more difficult for states to destroy groups spread across wide geographical spaces in italy and abroad the strong

anarchist identity informed by class ethnicity and gender reinforced movement values promoted movement expansion and assisted mobilization during times of crisis in

transnational radicals tomchuk makes use of italian government security files and italian language anarchist newspapers to reconstruct a vibrant and little studied

political movement during a tumultuous period of modern north american history

Love, Anarchy, & Emma Goldman

2019-06-07

to find more information about rowman and littlefield titles please visit rowmanlittlefield com

Collected works by Emma Goldman: Essays on Anarchism, Feminism, Socialism, and Communism. Illustrated

2021-05-31

when president william mckinley was murdered at the pan american exposition in buffalo new york on september 6 1901 americans were bereaved and frightened

rumor ran rampant a wild eyed foreign anarchist with an unpronounceable name had killed the commander in chief eric rauchway s brilliant murdering mckinley

restages leon czolgosz s hastily conducted trial and then traverses america with dr vernon briggs a boston alienist who sets out to discover why czolgosz rose up to kill

his president

Transnational Radicals

2015-04-17
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as the primary liberatory project anarchism the project which aims at the abolition of all forms of power control and coercion remains entitled to appropriate the work of

one of the greatest iconoclasts of all time and although nietzsche was rather harsh on his anarchist contemporaries or more precisely on a type of contemporary

anarchist he nevertheless in some respects shared with them a vision of total transformation the notion of a transvaluation of all values clearly remains not merely

compatible with but an integral component of the anarchist project and the idea of philosophy with a hammer underlies the anarchist commitment to radical social

transformation john moore in attentat art this collection of essays is intended to examine various dimensions of the interactions between anarchism and nietzsche the

aim of this volume is twofold first to provide instances of the historical appropriation of nietzsche by anarchists and second to provide instances of appropriations and

readings of nietzsche by contemporary anarchist thinkers and commentators the volume is thus divided into two sections the historical and the contemporary or in other

words the periods of modernity and postmodernity the historical section comprises four essays which consider historical appropriations of nietzsche from a variety of

ideological perspectives from the early twentieth century daniel colson provides an overview of nietzsche and the libertarian tradition and focusses on the appropriation

of nietzsche by french anarcho syndicalists leigh starcross reconstructs the ideas of emma goldman on nietzsche and thus investigates an important intersection

between anarchism individualism and feminism allan antliff considers the synthesis between anarchism eastern traditions and nietzschean thought effected by ananda

coomaraswamy providing an important post colonialist perspective to the topic finally the modernity section includes the neglected but historically significant 1902 essay

by the british anarchist guy aldred who provides an early and brief but very sophisticated anarchist reading of nietzsche the book s second section explores the

relevance of nietzsche to contemporary anarchism at the core of this section are five essays by andrew koch franco riccio salvo vaccaro saul newman and max cafard

which from different perspectives deal with post structuralist and post modern readings of nietzsche and consider their appropriateness or otherwise for anarchists these

specific engagements with contemporary interpretations of nietzsche are complemented by two essays focusing on specific aspects of nietzsche s work from anarchist

perspectives john moore provides an anarchist post situationist interpretation of nietzsche s aesthetics and peter lamborn wilson considers the islamic dimensions of

nietzsche s philosophy

Index to American Women Speakers, 1828-1978

1980

the encyclopedia of leadership brings together for the first time everything that is known and truly matters about leadership as part of the human experience developed
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by the award winning editorial team at berkshire publishing group the encyclopedia includes hundreds of articles written by 280 leading scholars and experts from 17

countries exploring leadership theories and leadership practice entries and sidebars show leadership in action in corporations and state houses schools churches small

businesses and nonprofit organizations

Murdering McKinley

2007-04-15

this indispensable reference work provides readers with the tools to reimagine world history through the lens of women s lived experiences learning how women

changed the world will change the ways the world looks at the past women who changed the world their lives challenges and accomplishments through history features

200 biographies of notable women and offers readers an opportunity to explore the global past from a gendered perspective the women featured in this four volume set

cover the full sweep of history from our ancestral forbearer lucy to today s tennis phenoms venus and serena williams every walk of life is represented in these pages

from powerful monarchs and politicians to talented artists and writers from inquisitive scientists to outspoken activists each biography follows a standardized format

recounting the woman s life and accomplishments discussing the challenges she faced within her particular time and place in history and exploring the lasting legacy

she left a chronological listing of biographies makes it easy for readers to zero in on particular time periods while a further reading list at the end of each essay serves

as a gateway to further exploration and study high interest sidebars accompany many of the biographies offering more nuanced glimpses into the lives of these

fascinating women

I Am Not a Man, I Am Dynamite!

2004

here are as alice rossi claims in her well written preface the essential works of feminism published over a period of 200 years her introductions to each section are

informative and written with nonpolemical grace doris grumbach new republic
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Encyclopedia of Leadership

2004-02-29

steve shone s women of liberty explores the many overlaps between ten radical feminist and anarchist thinkers tennie c claflin noe itō louise michel rose pesotta

margaret sanger elizabeth cady stanton mollie steimer lois waisbrooker mercy otis warren and victoria c woodhull

Women Who Changed the World [4 volumes]

2022-01-24

examining the lives and work of historical and contemporary feminist intellectuals feminist thinkers and the demands of femininity explores the feminist struggle to have

it all this fascinating interdisciplinary study focuses on how feminist thinkers throughout history have long striven to balance politics intellectual work and the material

conditions of femininity taking a close look at this quest for an integrated life in the autobiographical and theoretical writings of well known feminists such as mary

wollstonecraft emma goldman and simone de beauvoir alongside contemporary counterparts like azar nafisi audre lorde and ana castillo marso moves beyond

questions of who women are and what women want adding an innovative personal dimension to feminist theory showing how changing conceptions of femininity

manifest themselves within all women s lives

The Feminist Papers

1988-05-19

emma goldman has often been read for her colorful life story her lively if troubled sex life and her wide ranging political activism few have taken her seriously as a

political thinker even though in her lifetime she was a vigorous public intellectual within a global network of progressive politics engaging goldman as a political thinker

allows us to rethink the common dualism between theory and practice scrutinize stereotypes of anarchism by placing goldman within a fuller historical context recognize
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the remarkable contributions of anarchism in creating public life and open up contemporary politics to the possibilities of transformative feminism

Women of Liberty

2019-10-01

for centuries women and other gendered minorities had to protest to gain equality their demands were often matched by counter protest from conservative forces within

historical societies that intended to return to old orders or good old times the present volume will take a closer look at the interrelationship between gender and protest

and analyze in detail how gender related perspectives stimulated protests and initiated historical changes through historical case studies that range from antiquity until

modern times specialists from different countries and disciplines discuss reasons for protest gender as a factor that stimulated social conflicts and the power of

gendered protests of the past with regards to their impact and long term impact until today

Rosa Luxemburg and Emma Goldman

1996

the feminist thinkers in this collection are the designated fifty one key feminist thinkers historical and contemporary and also the authors of the entries collected here are

fifty one key thinkers and fifty one authors recognizing that women are fifty one percent of the population there are actually one hundred and two thinkers collected in

these pages as each author is a feminist thinker too scholars writers poets and activists well established and emerging old and young and in between these feminists

speak the languages of art politics literature education classics gender studies film queer theory global affairs political theory science fiction african american studies

sociology american studies geography history philosophy poetry and psychoanalysis speaking in all these diverse tongues conversations made possible by feminist

thinking are introduced and engaged key figures include simone de beauvoir doris lessing toni morrison cindy sherman octavia butler marina warner elizabeth cady

stanton chantal akerman betty friedan audre lorde margaret fuller sappho adrienne rich each entry is supported by a list of the thinker s major works along with further

reading suggestions an ideal resource for students and academics alike this text will appeal to all those interested in the fields of gender studies women s studies and

women s history and politics
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Feminist Thinkers and the Demands of Femininity

2013-01-11

emma goldman a documentary history of the american years redefines the historical memory of emma goldman and illuminates a forgotten yet influential facet of the

history of american and european radicalism this definitive multivolume work which differs significantly from goldman s autobiography presents original texts a significant

group of which are published in or translated into english for the first time anchored by rigorous contextual annotations the distillation of years of scholarly research

these volumes include personal correspondence newspaper articles government surveillance reports from america and europe dramatic court transcripts unpublished

lecture notes and an array of other rare items and documentation biographical newspaper and organizational appendixes are complemented by in depth chronologies

that underscore the complexity of goldman s political and social milieu the first volume made for america 1890 1901 tracks the young emma goldman s introduction into

the anarchist movement features her earliest known writings in the german anarchist press and charts her gradual emergence from the radical immigrant circles of new

york city s lower east side into a political and intellectual culture of both national and international importance goldman s remarkable public ascendance is framed within

a volatile period of political violence within the first few pages henry clay frick the anti union industrialist is shot by alexander berkman goldman s lover the book ends

with the assassination of president william mckinley an act in which goldman was falsely implicated the documents surrounding these events shed light on difficult

issues and spark an important though chilling debate about goldman s strategy for reconciling her beautiful vision of anarchism and the harsh realities of her times the

documents articulate the force of goldman s rage tracing the development of her political and social critique as well as her originality and her remarkable ability to

synthesize and popularize cutting edge political and cultural ideas goldman appears as a rising luminary in the mainstream press a voice against hypocrisy and a

lightning rod of curiosity intrigue and sometimes fear the volumes include newspaper accounts of the speaking tours across america that eventually established her

reputation as one of the most challenging and passionate orators of the twentieth century themes that came to dominate goldman s life anarchism and its possibilities

free speech education the transformative power and social significance of literature the position of labor within the capitalist economic system the vital importance of

women s freedom the dynamics of personal relationships and strategies for a social revolution are among the many introduced in made for america
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Emma Goldman

2011-04-16

from mother earth to mother nature women have for centuries been associated with nature feminists troubled by the way in which such representations show women

controlled by powerful natural forces and confined to domestic space have sought to distance themselves from nature in undomesticated ground stacy alaimo issues a

bold call to reclaim nature as feminist space her analysis of a remarkable range of feminist writings as well as of popular journalism visual arts television and film

powerfully demonstrates that nature has been and continues to be an essential concept for feminist theory and practice alaimo urges feminist theorists to rethink the

concept of nature by probing the vastly different meanings that it carries she discusses its significance for americans engaged in social and political struggles from for

example the indian wars of the early nineteenth century to the birth control movement in the 1920s to contemporary battles against racism and heterosexism reading

works by catherine sedgwick mary austin emma goldman nella larson donna haraway toni morrison and others alaimo finds that some of these writers strategically

invoke nature for feminist purposes while others cast nature as a postmodern agent of resistance in the service of both environmentalism and the women s movement

by examining the importance of nature within literary and political texts this book greatly expands the parameters of the nature writing genre and establishes nature as a

crucial site for the cultural work of feminism

Gender and Protest

2023-09-04

this is the first comprehensive multidisciplinary and multilingual bibliography on women and gender in east central europe and the balkans vol 1 and the lands of the

former soviet union vol 2 over the past millennium the coverage encompasses the relevant territories of the russian hapsburg and ottoman empires germany and

greece and the jewish and roma diasporas topics range from legal status and marital customs to economic participation and gender roles plus unparalleled

documentation of women writers and artists and autobiographical works of all kinds the volumes include approximately 30 000 bibliographic entries on works published

through the end of 2000 as well as web sites and unpublished dissertations many of the individual entries are annotated with brief descriptions of major works and the
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tables of contents for collections and anthologies the entries are cross referenced and each volume includes indexes

Fifty-One Key Feminist Thinkers

2016-07-15

through his many books on the history of anarchism paul avrich has done much to dispel the public s conception of the anarchists as mere terrorists in anarchist voices

avrich lets american anarchists speak for themselves this abridged edition contains fifty three interviews conducted by avrich over a period of thirty years interviews that

portray the human dimensions of a movement much maligned by the authorities and contemporary journalists most of the interviewees anarchists as well as their

friends and relatives were active during the heyday of the movement between the 1880s and the 1930s they represent all schools of anarchism and include both

famous figures and minor ones previously overlooked by most historians their stories provide a wealth of personal detail about such anarchist luminaries as emma

goldman and sacco and vanzetti

Emma Goldman: A Documentary History of the American Years, Volume One

2003-04-17

in this highly accessible social and intellectual history of american anarchism in the united states andrew cornell reveals an amazing continuity and development across

the twentieth century far from fading away anarchists dealt with major events such as the rise of communism the new deal atomic warfare the black freedom struggle

and a succession of artistic avant gardes stretching from 1915 to 1975 this book traces u s anarchism as it evolved from the creed of poor immigrants militantly

opposed to capitalism early in the twentieth century to one that today sees resurgent appeal among middle class youth and foregrounds ecology feminism and

opposition to cultural alienation provided by publisher
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Undomesticated Ground

2019-01-24

the dictionary of modern american philosophers includes both academic and non academic philosophers and a large number of female and minority thinkers whose

work has been neglected it includes those intellectuals involved in the development of psychology pedagogy sociology anthropology education theology political science

and several other fields before these disciplines came to be considered distinct from philosophy in the late nineteenth century each entry contains a short biography of

the writer an exposition and analysis of his or her doctrines and ideas a bibliography of writings and suggestions for further reading while all the major post civil war

philosophers are present the most valuable feature of this dictionary is its coverage of a huge range of less well known writers including hundreds of presently obscure

thinkers in many cases the dictionary of modern american philosophers offers the first scholarly treatment of the life and work of certain writers this book will be an

indispensable reference work for scholars working on almost any aspect of modern american thought

Women and Gender in Central and Eastern Europe, Russia, and Eurasia

2015-03-26

marriage was historically not only a romantic ideal but a tool of exploitation of women in many regards women were often considered commodities and marriage was

far away from the romantic stereotypes people relate to it today while marriages served as diplomatic tools or means of political legitimization in the past the discourses

about marital relationships changed and women expressed their demands more openly discourses about marriage in history and literature naturally became more and

more heated especially during the long 19th century when marriages were contested by social reformers or political radicals male and female alike the present volume

provides a discussion of the role of marriage and the discourses about in different chronological and geographical contexts and shows which arguments played an

important role for the demand for more equality in martial relationships it focuses on marriage discourses may they have been legal or rather socio political ones in

addition the disputes about marriage in literary works of the 19th and 20th centuries are presented to complement the historical debates
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Anarchist Voices

2021-03-09

between 1936 and 1939 the spanish civil war showcased anarchism to the world news of the revolution in spain energised a moribund international anarchist

movement and activists from across the globe flocked to spain to fight against fascism and build the revolution behind the front lines those that stayed at home set up

groups and newspapers to send money weapons and solidarity to their spanish comrades this book charts this little known phenomenon through a transnational case

study of anarchists from britain ireland and the united states using a thematic approach to place their efforts in the wider context of the civil war the anarchist movement

and the international left

Unruly Equality

2016-01-13

spanning the era from the end of reconstruction 1877 to 1920 the entries of this reference were chosen with attention to the people events inventions political

developments organizations and other forces that led to significant changes in the u s in that era seventeen initial stand alone essays describe as many themes

Dictionary Of Modern American Philosophers

2005-05-15

historian howard zinn brings to life the american feminist and anarchist leader emma goldman
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Marriage Discourses

2021-11-22

collected here is a brief history of america told through stories applauding the enduring spirit of dissent to celebrate the millionth copy sold of his book a people s

history of the united states howard zinn drew on the words of americans some famous some little known across the range of american history these words were read

by a remarkable cast at an event held at the 92nd street y in new york city that included james earl jones alice walker kurt vonnegut alfre woodard marisa tomei danny

glover harris yulin andre gregory and others from that celebration this book was born here in their own words and interwoven with commentary by zinn are columbus on

the arawaks plough jogger a farmer and participant in shays rebellion harriet hanson a lowell mill worker frederick douglass mark twain mother jones emma goldman

helen keller eugene v debs langston hughes genova johnson dollinger on a sit down strike at general motors in flint michigan an interrogation from a 1953 huac hearing

fannie lou hamer a sharecropper and member of the freedom democratic party malcolm x and james lawrence harrington a gulf war resister among others

Transatlantic Anarchism during the Spanish Civil War and Revolution, 1936-1939

2020-04-08

Encyclopedia of the Gilded Age and Progressive Era

2021-04-14

Emma

2002
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The People Speak

2009-10-13
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